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ABSTRACT

In the process of showing the adequacy of the seismic design of French PWR reactor,
FRAMATOME has repeatedly used dynamic testing on actuaL nucLear reactor components
both on site and in manufacturing shops. The objective and resuLts of a few repre-
sentative exampLes'of this on-site eperimental verification are presented in this
paper 

- the eperimental dynamic anaLysis of a manipulator crane

- the investigation of the seismic behaviour of fueL storage racks equipped with

aseismic bearing devices.

DifficuLties to seLect satisfactory testing methods are aLso discussed for the
particular case of the eLectricaL cabinets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
------------------

Dynamic testing is used in two ways

first, dynamic testing can be used to verify the structural integrity of a reaL
component when submitted to a representative sampLe of the reaL excitation,
seismic or aircraft impact acceleration.
For instance, this wouLd be the case for eLectricaL cabinet tested on a shake
tabLe ;

second, dynamic testing can be used to vaLidate a mathematical representation
of a structure which wiLL serve as a tooL to predict the actuaL behaviour of the
structure when submitted to the design excitation.

This is the case for the tests which are described in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this
paper. Mode shapes and naturaL frequencies of the structure are obtained from the
anaLysis of its response to a given signaL : sine force imposed with an hydraulic
actuator or drop test. Comparison between experimental mode and caLcuLated ones
Leads to the validation of a mathematical mocleL (generaLLy a finite eLements
representation of the structure).

Two typicaL iLLustrations of such an approach are provided in paragraphs 2 and 3

of this paper.

2. SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF SPENT FUEL RACKS
-------------------------------------------

The governing Loads acting on a spent fueL rack are seismic Loads due to the hori-
zontaL components of earthquake fLoor motion. For racks supported by pads and
which are free standing on the pooL fLoor, these Loads are amplified by the dynamic
response of the rack structure. With the use of neutron absorbing materiaL Leading
to higher density storage of assemblies, there is a need to design a base isolation
which wouLd support the racks and uncoupLe them from the horizontal fLoor acceLe-

rations. Such asei'smic base isolation is commonLy used for civiL work structures
usuaLLy in the form of poLymers (such as neoprene) bearing pads. The bearings are
fLexibLe in the horizontal direction but stiff in the verticaL direction. Since
the response frequency of the structures supported by these bearings is much Lower
than the fLoor response spectrum frequency corresponding to maximum acceleration
amplification, the structure is protected against horizontal acceleration. Because

poLymer age prematurely under radiation and therefore can deteriorate in a nucLear
environment, a base isolation system consisting of two orthogonal Layers of roLLers,

without using poLymers, has been designed and qualified. This base isolation can
accomoclate both horizontal ground motions of an earthquake.

AtypicaL aseismic bearing device (shown on figure 1) is composed of

-a Lower horizontal support pLate, that is free standing on-the spent fueL pooL

fLoor,
-a Lower horizontal roLLer resting on the Lower pLate,

-an intermediate support pLate resting on the Lower roLLer,
-an upper horizontal roLLer (identical and orthogonal to the Lower roLLer) resting

on the intermediate support pLate,
-an upper horizontal support pLate, (fixed to the storage rack and hoLding the

whoLe rack assembLy) resting on the upper roLLer.
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FIGURE 1 ASEISMIC BEARING DEVICE ARRANGEMENT

A ro L Le r cons i st s of two cyLindrical. portions with centers of curvature offset
from the roLLer axis as shown on figure 2 Because of the roLLer geometry, an
imposed horizontal displacement forces the moduLe to rise thus producing a gravity-
induced restoring force. The magnitude of the restoring force, and therefore the
stiffness of the bearing system depends upon the roLLer radius and the axis offset
of the roLLer center of curvature.

1/4 scaLe test on a shake tabLe were carried out on a model. of aseismic bearing
devices.

A pLate supporting a Lead bLock weighing 730 Kg and resting on four 14 scaLe
aseismic bearing devices was instaLLed on a shake tabLe.

The Lead bLock simulated the storage rack and fuel. assemblies. The tests were per-
formed on the DEMT-TCURNESOL shake tabLe at the Commissariat L'Energie Atomique
SacLay research center. The design of this tabLe is such as to aLLow imultaneous
horizontal and vertical. excitation. The test program was run in the form of sine
sweep tests and input of scaLed-down earthquake records.

The mock up was instrumented with accelerometers.

Two sets of roLLer were tested 

- one with a smaLl. vaLue of axis offset (distance between roLLer axis and center

of curvature),

- one with a larger vaLue of axis offset.

A Larger axis offset Leads to a higher restoring force for a given imposed hori-
zontaL displacement of the rack and therefore to a higher vaLue of the rack free

osciLLation frequency.
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Figure 2.b sho.s upper track rising as rolLer rotates

FIGURE 2ROLLER GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 4SHAKE TABLE AND MOCK UP RESPONSE SPECTRUM SHOWING

ACCELERATION REDUCTION BETWEEN TABLE AND TEST MASS

IN THE 2 TO 10 Hz FREQUENCY RANGE

The foLLowing conclusion were drawn from this test program

-Comparison between the imposed earthquake response spectrum and the mock up
response spectrum demonstrated that the aseismic bearing device was highLy effec-
tive in reducing structure acceleration, especiaLLy for smaLL axis offset roLLers.
Figure 4 shows'� 5 to 6 reduction factor between the tabLe acceleration and the
mock up acceleration in the 2 to 10 Hz frequency range.

-The dynamic response of the rack on the bearings is that of a singLe degree of
freedom system with a natural frequency equaL to the frequency of the rack onthe
bearings, which was 056 Hz for roLLers with a smaLL axis offset and 1.18 Hz for
roLLers with a Larger axis offset.

-A verticaL seismic acceleration coincident with a horizontal simuLatedearthquake
has LittLe effect on the horizontal response of the system tests were success-
fuLLy run with 045 G verticaL seismic acceleration coincident with a 0035 G
horizontal seismic acceleration.

- TiLting the pLane of the four aseismic bearings (stope of 2 m in 650mm) does not
aLter the system response.

ExperimentaL qualification of the system was further established on a scaLe one
fueL rack in a test pooL.

A demonstration spent fueL rack consisting of a x 9 fueL assembLy was instaLLed
in a test pooL. The rack Layout in the test pooL is shown on figures and 6 The
rack was supported by four Aseismic Bearing Devices such that the freeosciLLation
frequency of the rack, when submerged, was cLose to 0.2 Hz. A sine dispLacementat
varying frequencies was imposed to the rack with an hydraulic jack. The jack was
Located above the water LeveL and acted on a rigid frame connected to the rack.
The force exerted by the jack was measured with a Load ceLL. The sine displacement
was imposed at various frequencies ranging from 0.05 Hz to 0.50 Hz.
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The Fourier expansion and the phase angLe of the periodic force were obtained from
the Load ceLL recording.

ConcLusions which were drawn from this test pertains to the amount of damping
existing in the system, the magnitude of the hydrodynamic coupLing between rack
and pooL waLLs, and to the bearing restoring force for Large displacements.

The energy absorbing mechanism which creates a resistance to rack motion is reLated
to water displacement in the rack to pooL waLL space. Such damping is consideredto
be viscous damping and is expressed as a percentage of criticaL damping .

From the precise determination of the rack resonance frequency, an evaLuationof the
hydrodynamic coupLing masses between rack and pooL waLL was obtained. FinaLLy the
nonLinearity of the restoring force for Large displacement, i.e. a decreasing
stiffness, couLd be seen from the test resuLts. These test resuLts are used as
parameters of a singLe degree of freedom modeL of the seismic motion of a fueL sto-
rage rack in a spent fueL pooL.

Since the first naturaL frequency of the rack structure (between 5 and6Hz) is much
higher than the rack free osciLLation frequency, the response of a rack supported
by aseismic bearing devices can be considered to be that of a singLe degree of
freedom spring-mass system. When displaced from its equilibrium position, this
system is subjected to an hydrodynamic force FH resulting from the hydrodynamic
coupLing between rack and pooL waLLs, a gravity induced restoring force FR, and a
resistance from the displaced fLuid, considered as a viscous damping, FD-

The hydrodynamic force FH is expressed as a function of absoLute rack acceleration
Rl and the pooL fLoor acceleration R2 

FH = H �l M R2 or FH = H i (MC + MH )'Y

with x = xl x2 being the reLative displacement of the rack in the pooL and Y the
fLoor acceleration. CaLcuLation of coupLing masses M H and M is discussed beLow.

The gravity induced restoring force is proportional to the rack mass, taking into
account the buoyancy 

FR (M M') g (ko x -a 3

M and M' are the rack mass and buoyancy
mass, respectively. Coefficients ko
and a depend upon the roLLer geometry
(radius and axis offset). Since the
work of gravity for an upward clispLa
cement dz of the rack is equaL to the
work of the restoring force in the 0.10M
corresponding LateraL displacement, A

clx, one has FR clx = (M -M') g dz _II I .'U A IA
The upward (z) and LateraL (x) dis- Y V
pLacement of the rack are reLated E VI "I V!Vl 911 ""'Hulf T
to roLLer geometry (radius and axis

-0.10 III
offset).
Positive a coefficient expresses
the non-Linearity of the restoring
force. The viscous damping term is
expressed as C. Therefore, the
equation of motion can be written
as

Time (seconds) 30 sec.

FIGURE RACK RESPONSE FOR A FLOOR ACCELEROGRAM DERIVED

FRUM THE NRC EGULATORY GUIDE 160 RESPONSE

SPECTRUM SCALED TO 035 G.
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(M + Ml' MH + c + ( - MI) g (k X X 3 (M + M + M H + C

M" is the water mass encLosed by the rack and displaced by its motion.

The frequency of rack free osc!LLation is Q, expressed by

Q = (M - M)g k 0

M Ml' H

The viscous damping term c is expressed as 2 Q� using experimental vaLue of 
found in the dynamic test on a scaLe one fueL rack as described above.

Equation (1) is soLved using the Runge-Kutta method and various fLoor acceLero-
grams y(t). Figure shows the rack displacement versus time obtained with an
acceLerogram generated from the ReguLatory Guide 160 horizontal response spectrum.
This caLcuLation is performed for a typicaL high density storage rack for apressu-
rized water reactor. CaLcuLations performed with severaL acceLerograms generated
from the same response spectrum have Lead to very LittLe scatter of the maximum
displacement vaLues. The roLLer geometry is adjusted such as to obtain a sufficient
safety margin between the maximum aLLowabLe displacement for the roLLers and the
maximum seismic displacement of racks in the spent fueL pooL.

The rack acceleration obtained from this caLcuLation is used for the structural
evaluation of the rack assembLy.

The resuLt of the time history caLcuLation of a typicaL spent fueL rack is shown
on figure 5. This caLcuLation is performed using a fLoor acceLerogram generated

from the NRC ReguLatory Guide 160 response spectrum.

It can be concluded that a caLcuLation method of the seismic behaviour of spent
fueL racks supported by aseismic bearing devices has been established.

This method is supported by experimental resuLts which confirm the caLcuLation
assumptions (hydrodynamic coupLing masses and damping) and the resuLts of the rack
displacement caLcuLation (reduction in rack acceleration). FinaLLy, experimental
and anaLyticaL resuLts presented in this paper show that the benefits of Aseismic
Bearing Devices are 

- Lower aceleration on the rack structure therefore the potential to design

a Lighter rack structure,

- Lower hydrodynamic coupLing forces on the pooL civiL works,

- Lower friction Loads on the pooL fLoor compared to a free standing design
on pad supports.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A MANIPULATOR CRANE AND ANALYTICAL

PREDICTION OF RESULTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Loads taken into consideration in the design of the manipulator crane (i.e. the
fueL Loading machine) of a pressurized water reactor are seismic Loads. Such Loads
are derived from a response spectrum anaLysis using a finite eLement mocleL of the
manipulator crane in a fueL Loading position above the reactor vesseL. In orderto
quaLify the mathematical modeL of the manipulator crane used in this anaLysis an
experimental mocleL anaLysis of the crane has been performed for a four Loop

reactor. ExperimentaL resuLts are compared to caLcuLated frequencies and mode

shapes.

Major components of a manipulator crane are the foLLowing

- a crane traveLLing above the reactor vesseL pit

- a troLLey
- a drum and mast assembLy Located on the troLLey.
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The drum is fixed to a rot at ing crown wheeL inst a L Led on the troL Ley deck. The mast
assembLy is connected to the crown wheeL through three 120' apart pretensionned
spring systems which ensure a firm cLamping of the mast assembLy for normaL opera-
ting Loads and provide a restoring stiffness for Large earthquake-induced horizon-
taL inertiaL Loads. The mast assembLy has a Y shapped cross-section and contains a
retractable fueL gripper mast, a controL rod cLuster gripper mast and a T.V. camera
mast. Winches Located in the drum are used to controL traveL of these retractable
masts. The troLLey traveLs on tracks supported by the crane and the crane traveLs
on tracks above the reactor vesseL pit, thus aLLowing positionning of the mast
assembLy in both horizontal direction above the reactor vesseL. For both moving
assemblies (crane and troLLey) guide wheeLs restrain sLiding motion perpendicular
to the track, on one side of the moving assembLy.

For the experimental modaL anaLysis, free movement of both crane and troLLey on
their respective track were precluded by ensuring a rigid cLamping between raiL
and moving assembLy (crane or troLLey) on the guide wheeL side.

The test was performed with the fueL gripper mast fuLLy extended, hoLding a mock-
up fueL assembLy. This configuration is the one which is considered to Lead to the
Larger Loads in the crane structure when the seismic
anaLysis is performed. The modaL anaLysis was done
using to types of excitation 

-Sine sweep excitation between 0,5 Hz and 5 Hz
with an hydraulic actuator in severaL ocations
of the structure.

These Locations are seLected such as to
obtain participation of the structure Z
major components mast assembLy at
one quarter of its Length under
the troLLey deck in the x and y
direction, troLLey deck in the X
z direction, crane beam in
the x and z direction.
x, y and z direction are
respectively the crane traveLLing
direction, the troLLey traveLLing ;lo �W_�
direction, the verticaL direction.

- Drop test with a 40 Kg mass, dropped on
the drum, successively in x and y direction.

AcceLerometers Located in 32 points of the structure
record the response of the structure in x, , 
directions and therefore constitute a meshing which
enabLe us to obtain mode shapes. The overaLL view of
the structure with indication of the excitation Loca-
tions is shown on figure 6.

Transfer functions are derived between the structure
response recorded by the accelerometers and the input
signaL (sine function or impact acceleration generated
by the dropped mass).

Figure 6. view of manipulator crane showing locations of excitation
�Lti� hydraulic actuator or dropped mass (C)
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Figure 7 Distribution of accelerometers on manipulator crane
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Figure 8. TvIDical transfer function, providing the response

of an accelerometer located on the assembly mast in

the x direction for a drop test impact on the drum

in the x direction
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A typicaL transfer function is shown on figure 8, providing the response of an
accelerometer Located on the assembLy mast in the x direction for a drop test
impact on the drum in the x direction. ModaL parameters for each modes (damping,
frequency) are computed from these curves using a curve fitting technique.

The anaLyticaL prediction of frequencies and mode shapes in the test configuration
is performed using a 130 modes 600 degrees of freedom) finite eLement modeL com-
posed of pLates and beam eLements. Comparison between anaLyticaL and experimental
mode shapes is based on the visuaLisation of the mode shapes and the evaluation of
participating masses in both horizontal direction.

A fairLy good agreement has been obtained between caLcuLated and experimental
resuLts A sensivity study of the major modeLing parameters shows that the connec-
ting stiffness between troLLey, drum and mast assembLy is a key variabLe of the
modeL.

ALso the interface condition between moving assemblies, crane or troLLey, and their
respective track can considerably affect resuLts i.e. assuming that either both
driving wheeL brakes are bLocking the assembLy displacement or one side of the
assembLy can move freeLy.

Due the compLex structure of the manipulator crane, a Large number of modes are
found beLow the cut-off frequency of a typicaL seismic response spectrum 33 Hz).
Major contributing modes can be correctly predicted by caLcuLation, provided spe-
ciaL care is taken in properLy modeLing connecting stiffness between the crane
various components and selecting representative boundary conditions as regard the
crane and troLLey displacement on their respective track.

4. ELECTRICAL CABINETS. NON-LINEARITY EFFECTS
--------------------------------------------------

4.1. GENERAL APPROACH

The seismic qualification demonstrates the capability of an equipment to perform
its safety functions, under postulated abnormaL conditions. For the eLectricaL
cabinets and controL equipments, the integrity of the structure does not provide
sufficient guaranty of the operability requirements. GeneraLLy, wherever eLectricaL
devices are invoLved, the foLLowing approach is recommended 

- Seismic tests are prefered to demonstrate the operability of the equipment,
mainLy because a Large number of smaLL eLectricaL devices are unpractica to
be idealized for caLcuLation purpose.
In most cases the devices cannot be oversized, and no margin wouLd account for
caLcuLation uncertainties.

- The eLectricaL devices must be tested by simulating the-Loads and interfaces
of the actuaL instaLLation.

This Last point is not a triviaL probLem, because the seismic excitations are
usuaLLy avaiLabLe for the fLoors and the civiL works, but not for the intervening
structures supporting the eLectricaL devices.

If the equipment is smaLL, seismic tests can be carried out by means of a shake
tabLe, using identical specimens and interfaces with the civilL work and surrounding
equipments.

If a shake tabLe is used and the equipment is Large (controL room, reactor protec-
tion system ... the size of the specimen must be reduced to compLy with the test
facilities and cost Limitations.
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To ensure the representativity of the specimen, as compared to the actuaL equip-
ment, three main points shouLd be considered (Figure 9.

-CoupLing effects.

The dynamic behaviour may differ when few paneLs used as specimen are
coupLed to many others to compLete the equipment.

-Location of the eLectricaL equipments inside the cabinets.

The motion on the top of a paneL may be much stronger than in the Lower parts.
The eLectricaL equipment must be Located in the specimen accordingly to the
position in the actuaL instaLLation, unLess appropriate margins are provided
in the seismic test excitation.

-TotaL mass and mass distribution.

The modaL frequencies of the specimen, together with the frequency content of
the excitation must produce a seismic motion higher than what the eLectricaL
devices wouLd undergo in the actuaL instaLLation.

For the above probLems of representativity, anaLysis must complement the tests to
seLect proper specimens and have the eLectricaL devices conservatively tested.

Once the seismic tests are completed, the experimental data obtained from the spe-
cimen must be extrapolated to the actuaL equipment, usuaLLy by means of validated

mathematical modeLs of the cabinets structure.

4.2. NON-LINEARITIES EFFECTS
------------------------------

The dynamic behaviour of the structure of many eLectricaL cabinets is not Linear
and is a function of the LeveL of the motion. The LeveL of the motion itseLf

depends, among other factors, on the intensity and wave form of the excitation.

These two factors, intensity and frequency content of the excitation, are examined
hereafter to point out the effects that they may have on the modaL frequencies and
amplification ratio of some specimens tested by FRAMATOME.
The non-Linearity effects are in some cases very significant and must be taken into

account in selecting the test method to vaLiclate the mathematical modeLs.

4.2.1. MODAL FREQUENCIES_AND_EXCITATION_LEVEL

The curve on figurelO Mustrates the decrease of the modaL frequencies, when the
excitation LeveL increases.
This curve is based on experimental data obtained from qualification tests carried
out on severaL specimens simiLar in structure.

The frequency shift between sine sweep and SSE tests may be higher than 0

4.2.2. AMPLIFICATION RATIO AND_EXCITATION WAVE FORM

Dynamic excitations of same peak amplitude produce different motions, depending on

the wave form of the excitation.

The standard UTE 20 420 considers some typicaL wave forms, ranging from random

motion to sine dweLL (Figure 11).
The dynamic response of structures with Low damping factors is very sensitive to

the frequency content of the excitation.
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A COUPLING EFFECTS

30.

F0

to HI
B LOCATION OF THE ELECTRICAL DEVICES

C MASS AND MASS DISTRIBUTION

FIGURE 9 REPRESENTATIVITY OF THE SPECIMENS

4.2.3. AMPLIFICATION RATIO AND EXCITATION LEVEL
-----------------------------------------------

T h e c u r v e o n F i g u r e 2 i L L u s t r a t e s t h e e f f e c t t h a t t h e e x c i t a t i o n L e v e L ma y p r o d u ce
on the amplification of the motion, in resonant conditions.
As for the previous exampLe, this curve is based on eperimental data obtained
from ualification tests carried out on severaL specimens simiLar in structure.
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FIGURE 10

MODAL FREQUENCY OF ELECTRICAL CABINETS (BOLTED)
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FIGURE 12

AMPLIFICATION RATIO OF ELECTRICAL CABINETS (BOLTED)
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

........ RANGE
MEAN VALUE
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5. CONCLUSION
-----------------

Most of the testing done upon nucLear mechanical component is performed in
conditions which do not actuaLLy reproduce an earthquake with acceleration equaL
to design LeveL acceleration. It is intended to provide resuLts which are compared

to anaLyticaL prediction obtained from a caLcuLation modeL and therefore quaLify
this mocleL as an effective prediction tooL of the seismic behaviour of mechanical

components.

o
o
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